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MULTIDIMENSIONAL TV-STOKES FOR IMAGE PROCESSING
BIN WU∗, XUE-CHENG TAI† , AND TALAL RAHMAN∗
Abstract. A complete multidimential TV-Stokes model is proposed based on smoothing a
gradient field in the first step and reconstruction of the multidimensional image from the gradient
field. It is the correct extension of the original two dimensional TV-Stokes to multidimensions.
Numerical algorithm using the Chambolle’s semi-implicit dual formula is proposed. Numerical results
applied to denoising 3D images and movies are presented. They show excellent performance in
avoiding the staircase effect, and preserving fine structures.
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1. Introduction. As one of the major techniques in computer vision, image
processing is widely used in the community. One of the important tasks of image
processing is image denoising which is used for removing noises from corrupted images.
It plays a crucial and distinguished role, e.g. being used as a pre-step to any processing
or analysis of the images. The noise in a corrupted image may depend on the type of
instrument used, the procedure applied, and the environment in which the image is
taken. Noises are characterized as Gaussian or salt-pepper, additive or multiplicative
[3]. We consider only the Gaussian noise in this paper, which is additive.
Searching for a more general and robust algorithm to handle the problem of im-
age denoising has been one of the major interests in the image processing community.
With the pioneering work of Rudin, Osher and Fatemi (cf. [18]) based on the total
variation minimization for image denoising, published in 1992, their model has been
widely used as the basis for most denoising algorithms because of its elegant mathe-
matics, simplicity of implementation, and effectiveness. Allthough the model is able
to preserve edges in the image, which is important for an image, it has the limitation
that it exhibits staircase effect or produces patchy images, cf. [16]. A number of
algorithms now exist that are based on the total variation minimization, which try
to overcome this limitation, including high order algorithms, cf. [13, 21], the train-
ing based algorithms, cf. [5], iterative regularization algorithms, cf. [15, 4, 14], and
algorithms based on the TV-Stokes, cf. [20, 16, 12, 9, 8, 7]. There are also excellent
algorithms that are not based on the variational approach, e.g., the non-local algo-
rithms, cf. [1], the block matching algorithm, cf. [6], and the low rank algorithm, cf.
[11].
The purpose of this paper is to propose a model which can be used for the data
of any dimensions, e.g. 3D medical data, 2D video, and dynamic volume data. The
model is expected to be simple but effective with only a small number of parameters.
The TV-Stokes model is the right candidate for this. We extend the TV-Stokes model
from 2D to an arbitrary dimensions, and we call it the multi-dimensional TV-Stokes.
Even though the paper addresses the task of denoising, The model can be extended
for use in other data restoration tasks, like image inpainting, image compression, etc.
.
The structure of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the
first step of the multi-dimensional TV-Stokes and its dual formulation. is addressed
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accompanying with related analysis. In the Section 3, Chambolle’s semi-implicit it-
eration is presented for the minimization. The key part of the multi-dimensional
TV-Stokes is the orthogonal projection onto the constrained spaces, which is pre-
sented in Section 4, based on the singular value decomposition of the finite difference
matrix D. Section 5 gives the second step of the proposed model, height map recon-
struction using a surface fitting technique. Numerical results are presented in Section
6, comparing the proposed model with the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi (ROF) model.
2. The vector field smoothing step of the TV-Stokes. The first step of the
TV-Stokes is the vector field smoothing step. Its required that the desired smoothed
vector field is a gradient field, that is g = ∇u where g ∈ RN1×...Nd×d and u ∈
RN1×...Nd is a d-dimensional grayscale image. In the case d = 2, it is the same as
requiring ∇× g = 0 for the gradient field, which is equivalent to ∇ · g⊥ = 0, which is
exactly the constraint used in the TV-Stokes model for 2D.
Let u ∈ RN1×···×Nd denote the components of a d-dimensional grayscale image
with components ui1...id , ij = 1, . . . , Nj for j = 1, . . . , d. When a linear transformation
defined by a matrix T ∈ RNi×Ni is applied to the i-th dimension of u, its result will
be denoted by T×id. For instance,
(T×2u)ji1i3 =
∑
i2
Tji2ui1i2i3 .
The gradient field of u is g = (g1, g2, . . . , gd) = ∇u ∈ RN1×···×Nd×d, where ∇ sig-
nifies a discrete gradient operator with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions.
Namely, the gradient operator∇u = (D×1u,D×2u, . . . ,D×du) is determined by means
of the following Ni ×Ni differentiation matrix
(1) D =

−1 1
−1 1
. . .
. . .
−1 1
0 0
 .
Given a d-dimensional image uo ∈ RN1×···×Nd corrupted by a Gaussian noise,
a constrained variant of the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi model [18] consists in finding a
gradient field g = (g1, . . . , gd) ∈ RN1×···×Nd×d satisfying the minimization problem
(2) min
g=∇u
u∈RN1×···×Nd
[
‖∇g‖1 +
1
2λ
‖g − go‖22
]
,
where λ > 0 is a suitable scalar parameter, go = ∇uo and
h = ∇g =

D×1g1 D×2g1 · · · D×dg1
D×1g2 D×2g2 · · · D×dg2
...
... · · · ...
D×1gd D×2gd · · · D×dgd
 ∈ RN1×···×Nd×d×d.
The (isotropic) norms in (2) are as follows:
‖g‖2 =
√∑
i1...id
g21,i1...id + g
2
2,i1...id
+ · · ·+ g2d,i1...id ,
‖h‖1 =
∑
i1...id
√∑d
l,m=1 h
2
lm,i1...id
.
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The linear subspace V = {g = ∇u : u ∈ RN1×···×Nd} ⊂ RN1×···×Nd×d is the range of
the orthogonal projector
(3) Π = ∇(∇∗∇)†∇∗,
where ∇∗ is the adjoint to the ∇ operator, and † denotes the Moore-Penrose pseu-
doinverse. By the way, go = Πgo ∈ V .
The continuous functional
‖∇g‖1 +
1
2λ
‖g − go‖22, g ∈ V,
is strictly convex, its minimum is unique and attained in the closed ball {g : ‖g −
go‖2 ≤ ‖go‖2}.
By the aid of a dual variable
p =

p11 p12 · · · p1d
p21 p22 · · · p2d
...
... · · · ...
pd1 pd2 · · · pdd
 ∈ RN1×···×Nd×d×d
such that ‖∇g‖1 = max‖p‖∞≤1〈∇g, p〉 = max‖p‖∞≤1〈g,∇
∗p〉 the model (2) reduces to the
equivalent min-max formulation
(4) min
g∈V
max
‖p‖∞≤1
F (g, p), where F (g, p) = 〈g,∇∗p〉+ 1
2λ
〈g − go, g − go〉.
Here the max norm is ‖p‖∞ = maxi1...id
√∑d
l,m=1 |plm,i1...id |2.
The generalized minimax theorem, cf. [19] , justifies the equality
min
g∈V
max
|p|≤1
F (g, p) = max
|p|≤1
min
g∈V
F (g, p),
so that the model (2) reduces to the max-min formulation
(5) max
‖p‖∞≤1
min
g∈V
〈g,∇∗p〉+ 1
2λ
〈g − go, g − go〉.
In spite of a possible nonuniqueness of p, the solution g obtained by means of (5) is
unique. Indeed, if (g∗, p∗) and (g, p) are solutions of (4) and (5) respectively, then
F (g∗, p) = F (g, p) by Lemma 36.2 in [17]. The strict convexity of the mapping
g 7→ F (g, p) implies g = g∗.
Since the constraint g ∈ V is equivalent to the condition Πg = g, the term
〈g,∇∗p〉 in (5) can be replaced by 〈g,∇∗p〉 = 〈g,Π∇∗p〉. Now we observe that the
unique solution
(6) g = go − λΠ∇∗p
of the unconstrained problem ming∈RN1×···×Nd×d〈g,Π∇∗p〉 +
1
2λ
〈g − go, g − go〉 also
solves the constrained problem ming∈V 〈g,∇∗p〉+
1
2λ
〈g − go, g − go〉.
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Under the condition (6)
F (g, p) =
1
2λ
‖go‖22 −
1
2λ
‖go − λΠ∇∗p‖22,
and we arrive at the minimum distance problem
(7) min
‖p‖∞≤1
‖go − λΠ∇∗p‖2.
2.1. Chambolle’s iteration. We solve the minimization problem (7) using
Chambolle’s iteration, cf. [2, 8]. Accordingly, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions
for (7) are given by the equation
(8) ∇ (Π∇∗p− go/λ) + |∇ (Π∇∗p− go/λ) | · p = 0,
where the dot signifies the entrywise product. Solution of (7) is approximated by the
semi-implicit iteration
(9)
p0 = 0,
pk+1 =
pk − τ∇
(
Π∇∗pk − g
o
λ
)
max
{
1,
∣∣∣∣∣pk − τ∇
(
Π∇∗pk − g
o
λ
)∣∣∣∣∣
},
where the maximum and division are both entrywise operations.
Lemma 1. The semi-implicit iteration (9) is 1-Lipschitz [10] for
(10) τ ≤ 2‖∇Π∇∗‖2.
Proof. Each step of (9) uses two mappings: p 7→ p − τ∇ (Π∇∗p− go/λ) and
q 7→ q/max(1, |q|). The first mapping is linear and 1-Lipschitz if and only if ‖I −
τ∇Π∇∗‖2 ≤ 1, where I is the identity transformation. The second mapping is always
1-Lipschitz.
The SVD of the matrix D allows us to show that 1-Lipschitz holds when
(11) τ ≤ 1
2d
.
2.2. Implementation of Π = ∇(∇∗∇)†∇∗. The intricate part in our algorithm
is the implementation of the Π operation. We describe here how this can be done
efficiently. The singular value decomposition of the differentiation matrix D is
D =
[
0 S
1 0
]
ΣC,
where the diagonal Σ has the entries Σii = 2 sin
pi(i− 1)
2N
, i = 1, . . . , N . The orthogonal
N ×N matrix C of the discrete cosine transform has the entries
C1j =
√
1
N
,
Cij =
√
2
N
cos
pi(i− 1)(2j − 1)
2N
, i = 2, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , N.
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The orthogonal (N − 1) × (N − 1) matrix S of the discrete sine transform has the
entries
Sij =
√
2
N
sin
piij
N
, i, j = 1, . . . , N − 1.
We can use the singular value decomposition of D to compute ‖∇‖2. Indeed, ‖∇‖2 =
‖∇‖2 = 2‖
[
sin
pi(N1 − 1)
2N1
, . . . , sin
pi(Nd − 1)
2Nd
]
‖2 ≈ 2
√
d.
We implement (∇∗∇)† by the fast Fourier transform. Since∇∗∇u = (DTD)×1u+
(DTD)×2u+ . . .+ (DTD)×du, the equation ∇∗∇u = f is equivalent to
Σ2×1û+ Σ
2
×2û+ . . .+ Σ
2
×dû = f̂ ,
where û = C×1C×2 . . . C×du and f̂ = C×1C×2 . . . C×df . The components of û and f̂
are related by the equalities
ûi1···id(Σi1i1 + Σi2i2 + . . .+ Σidid) = f̂i1···id , ik = 1, . . . , Nk.
Note that Σi1i1 + Σi2i2 + . . . + Σidid equals zero if i1 = . . . = id = 1 and is positive
otherwise. Hence
û1···1 = 0, ûi1···id = f̂i1···id/(Σi1i1 + Σi2i2 + . . .+ Σidid) if i1 + . . .+ id > d.
Recall that u = CT×1C
T
×2 · · ·CT×dû. Moreover, multiplication with the matrices C and
CT should be carried out by the fast Fourier transform FFT.
3. The scalar field reconstruction step of the TV-Stokes. We extend the
second step or the image reconstruction step of the original TV-Stokes [16] for 2D to
multidimensions. Accordingly, for the given d-dimensional image uo ∈ RN1×···×Nd ,
which is corrupted by a Gaussian noise, a vector matching model [16] is applied which
satisfies the minimization problem,
(12) min
u∈RN1×···×Nd
[
‖∇u‖1 +
1
2λ
‖u− uo‖22 −∇u ·
g
|g|
]
,
where λ > 0 is a suitable scalar parameter, ∇u = (D×1u,D×2u, . . . ,D×du) and
‖∇u‖1 =: ‖s‖1 =
∑
i1...id
√√√√ d∑
l=1
s2l,i1...id .
Note that the g is obtained from the first step and thus, in the reconstruction, it is
a known term. By completing the quadratic term, the above problem (12) can be
reformed as
(13) min
u∈RN1×···×Nd
[
‖∇u‖1 +
1
2λ
‖u+ λ∇ · g|g| − u
o‖22
]
,
which is strictly convex, its minimum is unique and attained in the closed ball
{
u :
∥∥∥u−
(uo − λ∇ · g|g|)
∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥uo − λ∇ · g|g|∥∥∥2}.
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With the aid of a dual variable p = (p1, p2, · · · , pd) such that ‖∇u‖1 = max‖p‖∞≤1〈∇u,
p〉 = max
‖p‖∞≤1
〈u,∇∗p〉 the model (12) reduces to the equivalent min-max formulation
(14)
minu∈RN1×···×Nd max‖p‖∞≤1 F (u, p),
where F (u, p) = 〈u,∇∗p〉+ 1
2λ
‖u− uo‖22 −∇u ·
g
|g|.
Here the max norm is ‖p‖∞ = maxi1...id
√∑d
l=1 |pl,i1...id |2.
The generalized minimax theorem, cf. [19], justifies the equality
min
u∈RN1×···×Nd
max
|p|∞≤1
F (u, p) = max
|p|∞≤1
min
u∈RN1×···×Nd
F (u, p),
so that the model (12) reduces to the max-min formulation
(15) max
‖p‖∞≤1
min
u∈RN1×···×Nd
〈u,∇∗p〉+ 1
2λ
‖u− uo‖22 −∇u ·
g
|g|.
In spite of a possible nonuniqueness of p, the solution u obtained by means of (15)
is unique. Indeed, if (u∗, p∗) and (u, p) are solutions of (14) and (15) respectively,
then F (u∗, p) = F (u, p) by (Lemma 36.2 of [17]). The strict convexity of the mapping
u 7→ F (u, p) implies u = u∗. The unique solution is obtained as follows
(16) u = uo − λ(∇∗p+∇ · g|g|)
Under the condition (16)
F (u, p) =
1
2λ
∥∥∥uo − λ∇ · g|g|∥∥∥22 − 12λ∥∥∥uo − λ∇ · g|g| − λ∇∗p∥∥∥22,
and we arrive at the minimum distance problem
(17) min
‖p‖∞≤1
∥∥∥uo − λ∇ · g|g| − λ∇∗p∥∥∥2.
As in [2, 8] the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions for (17) are given by the equation
(18) ∇
(
−u
o
λ
+∇ · g|g|+∇
∗p
)
+
∣∣∣∣∣∇
(
−u
o
λ
+∇ · g|g|+∇
∗p
)∣∣∣∣∣ · p = 0,
where the dot signifies the entrywise product. Solution of (17) is approximated by
the semi-implicit iteration
(19)
p0 = 0,
pk+1 =
pk − τ∇
(
∇ · g|g|+∇
∗p− u
o
λ
)
max
{
1,
∣∣∣∣∣pk − τ∇
(
∇ · g|g|+∇
∗p− u
o
λ
)∣∣∣∣∣
},
where the maximum and division are entrywise operations.
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Lemma 2. The semi-implicit iteration (19) is 1-Lipschitz for
(20) τ ≤ 2‖∇∇∗‖2.
Proof. Each step of (19) uses two mappings:
p 7→ p− τ∇
(
∇ · g|g|+∇
∗p− u
o
λ
)
and q 7→ q/max(1, |q|). The first mapping is linear and 1-Lipschitz if and only if
‖I − τ∇∇∗‖2 ≤ 1, where I is the identity transformation. The second mapping is
always 1-Lipschitz.
The SVD of the matrix D allows us to show that 1-Lipschitz holds when
(21) τ ≤ 1
2d
.
4. Numerical experiments. We first test the proposed model on some 3d
static data, which are computer tomography data from two lung tissues of human. In
Fig. 1, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, 3 groups of orthogonal slices are presented, with respect to
xz-plane, xy-plane, and yz-plane. In these figures, the last rows show relative positions
of those slices in their embedded volume data. In the first column of each figures, the
3-slice view is taken on the raw data, which contains some unknown noise. The noise
type is supposed to be Gaussian. In the middle column and the last column of each
figures, comparison is presented between the denoised data of using ROF model and
the proposed multidimensional TV-Stokes model. The one (last column) using the
proposed multidimensional TV-Stokes model results higher fidelity to the raw data
than the one (middle column) using ROF model and preserves more fine structures
as well as better continuity of tube-like structures. Fig. 2 and Fig. 5 show the
isosurfaces of the volume data. In these figures, the results from proposed model (last
column) well trade-off the smoothness and details preservation. It observes that the
fine tube-like structures disappeared while the ROF model smooths the noisy data.
Another experiment is performed on 2d dynamic data, where new 3d data are
obtained by stacking all 2d data along temporal dimension. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show
the results of using proposed multidimensional TV-Stokes on movie / monitoring
video denoising. In Fig. 6, smooth cheek and sharp edges are well balanced, showing
in row two and row four. In escalator case, cf. Fig. 7, shape edges of structures and
digitals are preserved, showing in row two and row four.
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with ROF model. Column (c) visualizes the data denoised with proposed multidimensional TV-Stokes
model.
Fig. 5. Isosurface show of computer tomography data of human lung tissue B. (a) raw data with
some noise (Gaussian noise). (b) data denoised with ROF model. (c) data denoised with proposed
multidimensional TV-Stokes model. In row two, only tube-like structures are presented.
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